
 

 

 

 

            

 

  

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 PLANNING FOR SCHOOL YEAR 20/21 

 



 

Tasks: 

 1.) Make an object, record a tutorial and put it on the blog. Other partners make the 

objects.  

Make a display of all the objects at school?  

 Children go to local people and talk, learn about the handmade things and  

objects that they used in the past to make their life easier. They produce one 

object. Make a slowmotion movie - tutorial and exchange it with other  

partners. 

 Exchange of the tutorial for handmade product and trying to make it on their  

own. Children look at the tutorial and make the objects according to the  

partners' instructions . 

 

 2.) Stories, myths, fairy tales, movies . 

Children investigate the cultural inheritage (stories, myths, fairy tales, movies)that 

were part of the lives of the elderly generation. They make presentations presenting 

different myths, stories, cartoons, films ... 

 

 3.) Games of older generation (investigate, play, present) website  

Children investigate the games their parents, grandparents played when they  

were children. They try them out: trying out the games the grandparents and  

parents played. 

 

 

 4.) Olympics (investigate history and meaning) 

       Children prepare for the Olympics meeting At school. They also investigate  the 

meaning, history of Olympic games. 

 

 

 



 

 5.)Questionnaire in May/June 2021  

      Each schools hands out the same questionnaire as in the first year with some additional      

questions about the local traditions and about spending their free  time. 

 6.) eTwinning project : about Autumn and Summer  

AUTUMN: Cultural and sesonal differencies and similrities in the past and the present  

Partners post their presentations of comparison the traditions in the past and  

present for the particular season. How people spent autumn, what they did, 

how they prepared for winter, what they celebrated and what people do now, 

if they don't celebrate it... Presentations are uploaded on E-Twinning. 

 

SUMMER  :Cultural and sesonal differencies and similrities in the  

past and the present -  

Partners post their presentations of comparison the traditions in the past and  

present for the particular sesaon. How people spent summer, what they did, 

what they celebrated and what people do now, if they don't celebrate it. 

Presentations are uploaded on E-Twinning. 

 

 CHECK OUR ACTIVITIES ON:  

 Mobility tool  

 WEBhttp://rootserasmusplus.weebly.com/  

 Blog https://weallhaveroots.blogspot.com/  

 

 See you in Greece! Hopefully in Spring  or Summer 2021.  
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